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Features Key:

Join Nelke as she resists the invasion of her home city by an
army of hell-born monsters, magically-enhanced mooks and
the world's most corrupt government. By the end of the
adventure you'll have a bounty on your head & know of a way
to find the spirits that might be able to help you prevent the
creatures from killing her. You can expect to confront fantastic
boss-fights, awesome puzzles, weapons, magic, enemies,
tricks, and much more...
Along the way you'll discover famous local architecture,
historical local landmarks, and find out more about the political
and social history behind your city. This is where the story gets
exciting!
Meet legendary characters including a brothel madame with
400 years of experience, a shocking turntablist gone crazy, a a
priestess whose ultimate power is to revive dead things,...
Delve into a dark and mysterious world, meeting many
colourful characters, uncovering the secrets of San Francisco,
and fighting off hordes of gruesome creatures in an adventure
that's full of twists and turns, surprises, and reveals
Amazing graphics with pre-rendered 360 degree cutscenes,
realistic sound design - plus you can play any time you want
using the seamless offline save system
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You must not sell the key to a third person, otherwise you
risk an immediate ban
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What's new:

 By Wildbow "A tale about what can
happen when you leave your home into
the unknown worlds of another
person."--Nelke, at her website. "A
story about being an extraordinary
person."--Nelke "The opening of a door
invites a change; it opens to the chance
of a new possibility of hidden
fate."--B.Traven Nelke heard the bell
ring, and then came the voices of the
people coming up the stairs, and then
the click of the safety chain, and then
the door opened slightly a crack. She
pushed her way through to Vida's room,
stepping into the candlelight of the
dormitory. Vida was sitting in a rocking
chair with a handful of the silvery,
sickly green, or even brown roses that
she had found the day before. Vida
seemed extraordinarily not herself, as
she wished she could give her own
presents instead of buying them, she
almost seemed to be having trouble
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breathing, and her voice was a moist
burr. "We're not going, are we?" Nelke
asked, a cold knot in her throat. Since
she had found out that Vida was sick on
the very day of her big birthday, her
mother had not visited the museum.
This was Nelke's penultimate birthday
present to her mother, and this would
be the first time she would gift her the
same thing on her birthday. "Not
tonight," Vida said, pulling the roses
closer. "We might in the future."
"You're not sad to leave, are you?" "Oh,
darling, no. I just worried--I don't think
I was as careful as usual in choosing my
friends." Vida chuckled and leaned her
head back into the cushions of the
wicker rocking chair. "The girls had
filled the car with all sorts of things I
probably shouldn't have been seeing,
and I got caught." She bobbed her
blonde head and her eyes glinted from
her thick navy-blue eye shadows. "But
it was very amusing." "I wish I could've
known you did that." The admission
sounded flat and girlish and Nelke
flushed. "I would've liked to have been
there. Grampa and I--" "Nelke." Vida
put her hand up, touching a hand that
had a studious gesture on top of a hand
that handled stem and petal and
blossom. "Don't 
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What's Nelke & the LA: Extra Story you say?
This is a Wolfenstein style action game in a
2D style. You start of with no game power
just with a machine gun. There are little
objects on the screen that you have to shoot
in order to reach the next level.
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